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Abstract: Aerosol particles can affect cloud microphysical properties by serving as ice
nuclei (IN). Large uncertainties exist in the ice nucleation parameterizations (INPs) used in
current climate models. In this Part II paper, to examine the sensitivity of the model
predictions to different heterogeneous INPs, WRF-CAM5 simulation using the INP of
Niemand et al. (N12) [1] is conducted over East Asia for two full years, 2006 and 2011, and
compared with simulation using the INP of Meyers et al. (M92) [2], which is the original
INP used in CAM5. M92 calculates the nucleated ice particle concentration as a function of
ice supersaturation, while N12 represents the nucleated ice particle concentration as a
function of temperature and the number concentrations and surface areas of dust particles.
Compared to M92, the WRF-CAM5 simulation with N12 produces significantly higher
nucleated ice crystal number concentrations (ICNCs) in the northern domain where dust
sources are located, leading to significantly higher cloud ice number and mass concentrations
and ice water path, but the opposite is true in the southern domain where temperatures and
moistures play a more important role in ice formation. Overall, the simulation with N12
gives lower downward shortwave radiation but higher downward longwave radiation, cloud
liquid water path, cloud droplet number concentrations, and cloud optical depth. The
increase in cloud optical depth and the decrease in downward solar flux result in a stronger
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shortwave and longwave cloud forcing, and decreases temperature at 2-m and precipitation.
Changes in temperature and radiation lower surface concentrations of OH, O3, SO42−, and PM2.5,
but increase surface concentrations of CO, NO2, and SO2 over most of the domain. By acting as
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and IN, dust particles have different impacts on cloud water
and ice number concentrations, radiation, and temperature at 2-m and precipitation depending
on whether the dominant role of dust is CCN or IN. These results indicate the importance of the
heterogeneous ice nucleation treatments and dust emissions in accurately simulating regional
climate and air quality.
Keywords: WRF-CAM5; East Asia; ice nucleation parameterization; dust emissions;
sensitivity study

1. Introduction
Ice microphysical processes in both ice-containing clouds such as cirrus clouds and mixed-phase clouds
play an important role in the climate system. These processes include primary and secondary ice
nucleation, vapor deposition and sublimation, ice aggregation and riming, sedimentation, droplet freezing
and melting [3,4]. Ice nucleation affects the climate system by changing the microphysical properties of
clouds, which modulate precipitation and the cloud radiative forcing. Ice can form through homogeneous
and heterogeneous nucleation. Homogeneous nucleation occurs at temperature below −38 °C through
either freezing of hazy aerosol particles under very high ice supersaturation (>140% generally) or
freezing of water droplets. In contrast, heterogeneous nucleation can occur at much warmer temperatures
and requires much lower ice supersaturations. Conventionally, four types of heterogeneous nucleation
mechanisms were proposed: vapor deposition nucleation, condensation nucleation, immersion freezing,
and contact freezing [5]. Aerosol particles can influence heterogeneous ice nucleation by serving as ice
nuclei (IN) [6–9] and homogenous freezing of water droplets by serving as cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) ([10–12]). The enhanced ice formation in the mixed-phase clouds usually leads to enhanced
transformation of liquid to ice by the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen (WBF) mechanism due to the higher
saturation vapor pressure over liquid than ice at the same temperatures [13–15]. Such influence is
sometimes referred to as “glaciation indirect effect” of aerosols on clouds. The efficiency of aerosol
particles to act as heterogeneous IN depends on not only their chemical composition but also their surface
properties. Carbonaceous particles [16,17] and various crustal particles [18,19], especially dust particles
have been found to be the most abundant type of IN [20–22]. Once an ice crystal is formed, it may begin
to grow rapidly through cloud microphysical processes, such as aggregation, accretion, and the
WBF mechanism.
Despite the importance of ice nucleation to climate, there is a lack of comprehensive understanding
of the mechanisms of ice nucleation, and therefore the treatment of ice nucleation in current atmospheric
models is subject to large uncertainty. Most heterogeneous ice nucleation parameterizations commonly
used in climate models are temperature- and/or supersaturation-dependent only (e.g., [2,23–25]). These
ice nucleation parameterizations were developed empirically based on field or laboratory measurements
within a limited range of temperatures and supersaturation. In recent years, to improve prediction of ice
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crystal number concentrations, a few ice nucleation parameterizations (INPs) that link the ice nucleation
processes to not only supersaturation and/or temperature but also aerosol properties have been developed
based on in-situ field measurement data or laboratory data (e.g., [1,6,26], ). Niemand et al. [1] proposed a
parameterization, in which IN concentration is a function of particle surface area and temperature, based
on a large number of laboratory experimental results of five dust samples from Asia, Sahara, Canary
Island, Israel, and Arizona. This parameterization may be applied in the temperature range of −36 °C to
−12 °C at or above water saturation.
In the Weather Research and Forecasting model with chemistry (WRF/Chem) coupled with the
physics package of the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) (hereafter, WRF-CAM5),
ice nucleation through homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing for cirrus clouds is simulated based on
Liu et al. (L07) [27]. L07 also accounts for the competition between homogeneous freezing and
heterogeneous immersion nucleation. For mixed-phase clouds, immersion freezing is represented based
on the formulation of Bigg [23]; contact freezing follows the parameterization of Young [28] and
Cotton et al. [25], and heterogeneous deposition/condensation nucleation is based on M92 in which ice
formation is described as a function of ice supersaturation [4]. Lim et al. [29] incorporated the
parameterizations of Niemand et al. [1] to connect ice nucleation with dust particles, which replaces the
original immersion and deposition/condensation nucleation parameterizations in the model. Following
the comprehensive evaluation of WRF-CAM5 that uses the default INP of M92 in Part I of our two-part
paper, in this part II paper, we conduct sensitivity simulations with a new INP, N12, which connects ice
formation with dust particle properties, to examine the sensitivity of WRF-CAM5 to heterogeneous ice
nucleation parameterizations and the role of mineral dust in radiation and cloud formation via affecting
ice nucleation processes only and affecting both cloud droplet and ice nucleation processes, as well as
the radiation.
2. Sensitivity Simulation Design
Two sets of sensitivity simulations are performed. In the first set of simulations, WRF-CAM5 with
the newly implemented Niemand et al. (N12) [1] heterogeneous INP is applied for 2006 and 2011 and
the results are compared with those from the default M92 to examine the sensitivity to heterogeneous
INPs. The simulations with N12 and M92 are referred to as Run_N12 and Run_M92, respectively.
In the second set of sensitivity simulations, WRF-CAM5 with N12 but with no dust emissions (i.e., the
dust emission scheme of Zender et al. [30] is turned off, referred to as Run_N12_no_dust) is applied for
2006 and the results are compared to those from the baseline simulation (i.e., Run_N12) to study the
impact of mineral dust on clouds and climate. The year of 2006 is selected to study the role of dust
because of the higher dust emissions in 2006 than 2011. Those sensitivity simulations use the same
physics and chemistry options as in the baseline simulations except for the above differences. They also
use the same meteorological and chemical initial and boundary conditions as the baseline simulations
described in Part I. The two heterogeneous INPs used are described below.
In M92, the number of ice crystals from deposition and condensation freezing, Nid, is parameterized as
𝑁𝑖𝑑 = exp(−0.639 + 0.1296 (100(S𝑖 − 1)))

(1)
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where (Si − 1) is the fractional ice supersaturation. The parameterization of M92 is based on data obtained
from continuous-flow diffusion chambers at northern mid-latitudes and may be strictly applied over the
temperature range of −20 °C to −7 °C, ice superasaturation of 2% to 25%, and water supersaturation
ranging from −5% to +4.5%, although these ranges were not applied in their implementation in CAM5. In
the N12 ice nucleation parameterization, ice crystal number concentration is a function of temperature and
the number and surface area of dust particles, which can serve as active INs in each size bin,
𝑁𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑗 (1 − exp(−S𝑎𝑒,𝑗 𝑛𝑠 (𝑇)))

(2)

𝑛𝑠 (𝑇) = exp(−0.517(T − 273.15) + 8.934)

(3)

where T is temperature in degrees Kelvin, Ntot,j is the total number of particles in size bin j and Sae,j is
the individual particle surface area in that size bin. The density of ice-active surface sites ns(T) is
calculated based on a temperature-dependent fit to observations. The parameterization is valid for the
temperature range of −36 °C to −12 °C at or above water saturation.
Since M92 and N12 are implemented as the immersion freezing parameterization as well in the
simulations of this study, the original immersion freezing parameterization of Bigg [23] is turned off. The
INPs used in the cumulus parameterization of Zhang and McFarlane [31] with the modifications from
Song and Zhang [32] are consistent with those in the large-scale clouds. Other physics schemes and
parameterizations used in both simulations are the same and have been described in the Part I paper.
3. Sensitivity to Heterogeneous Ice Nucleation Parameterizations
3.1. Sensitivity of Ice Nucleation Related Parameters to INPs
As described in Section 2, N12 connects ice nucleation with the number and surface area of dust
particles. Therefore, Run_N12 could give very different ice-related cloud properties for regions with
high dust concentrations from regions with lower dust concentrations, while Run_M92 would not display
such sensitivity. Figure 1 shows the spatial distributions of column concentrations of dust from Run_N12
(the column concentrations of dust from Run_M92 is very similar, thus not shown) and compares the
spatial distributions of average values of nucleated ice crystal number concentration (ICNC) for the
immersion freezing in mixed-phase cloud only and cloud ice number concentration (Ni) over all cloud
layers. The results for 2011 are similar, and thus not shown. Dust concentrations are the highest in spring,
followed by summer, fall, and winter. The dust source regions are located in northwestern China, and
the dust plumes can travel eastward to Japan and western Pacific Ocean in spring and summer and
southeastward to most southern provinces in Mainland China and Taiwan. Comparing with Run_M92,
the ICNCs from Run_N12 in the northern domain are significantly higher (by 259.7 m−3 (71.7%) in summer
and by 310.4 m−3 (101.6%) in spring) and an opposite trend is observed in the southern domain in spring
and summer when dust and anthropogenic emissions are significantly lower. Run_N12 gives
significantly higher ICNCs over the dust regions in the northern domain than Run_M92 due to the increase
of dust emissions during spring. In the summer monsoon season (i.e., June, July, and August), ICNCs
from Run_N12 over land, especially in the polluted region, are also higher than those from Run_M92 as
they are downwind of the dust plumes, whereas Run_N12 gives relatively lower ICNCs over the ocean
than Run_M92. Since ICNCs in M92 only depend on the ice supersaturation, they are generally higher
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in the southern domain than the northern domain because of higher temperature, specific humidity, cloud
fraction, and precipitation in all seasons (Figure not shown). This leads to higher net Ni from Run_N12
than Run_M92 by 47.1 and 231.7 kg−1 or by 4.6% and 16.8% in winter and fall, respectively.
Figure 2 compares the zonal mean distributions of dust, ICNC, Ni, and Qi over the vertical domain.
ICNCs increase with height but are confined within the troposphere up to about 200 mb in all seasons,
with significant changes particularly at higher latitudes where mixed-phase clouds dominate. Consistent
with the spatial distributions of ICNCs shown in Figure 1, in spring, ICNCs from Run_M92 over the
low latitudes (<25°N) in the southern domain and between 200 and 400 mb are significantly larger (by
factors of 2–4) than those from Run_N12. This is due to the different temperature dependencies in N12
and M92 and that Run_M92 gives higher ICNCs in the warmer atmosphere. By contrast, Run_N12 gives
higher ICNCs (about factors of 2–6) than Run_M92 at middle latitudes (>30°N) in northern domain and
between 200 and 800 mb where there are large mineral dust particles over the Asian deserts. This is
mainly due to the consideration of dependencies on dust surfaces for the ICNC calculations by N12. In
spring, the dust plume can move vertically to the model top (i.e., 100 mb), for regions north of 25°N
with concentrations reaching 1–10 µg·m−3 above 300 mb and 0.1 µg·m−3 above 200 mb. The spread of
simulated ICNCs by Run_N12 in the vertical domain coincides with the zonal mean distributions of dust
particles, indicating the importance of dust particles in IN formation through immersion freezing
nucleation throughout the atmosphere. In summer, both Run_N12 and Run_M92 give high ICNCs at
higher altitudes than in spring (i.e., between 400 and 200 mb in summer, compared to 800–200 mb in
spring) and spread to all latitudes for two main reasons. First, dust particles can be uplifted to a higher
altitude in summer by stronger vertical mixing and turbulence than in spring, with concentrations of 1–
10 µg·m−3 above 300 mb particularly over regions south of 25°N. The relatively high dust concentrations
of 1–5 µg·m−3 throughout the atmosphere (from surface up to 100–200 mb) over the low latitudes
provide sufficient dust surfaces for the formation of IN through immersion freezing nucleation. Second,
the cold temperatures and high moistures needed for ice nucleation occur at higher altitudes in summer
than in winter. This can be seen clearly from the zonal mean distributions of temperature and specific
humidity (Figures not shown). Note that in the summer when deep convective clouds are dominant, the
Ni above 200 mb where homogeneous freezing resides is significantly higher in Run_N12 compared
with that in Run_M92, suggesting the enhanced homogenous aerosol freezing through L07 which might
be due to enhanced convection in Run_N12 as a result of enhanced freezing and latent heat release in
the mixed-phase clouds, which transports more water vapor to the upper levels. Similar to spring, the
ICNCs from Run_M92 in summer and fall are higher than Run_N12 south of 0.25°N but lower than
Run_N12 in the middle latitudes (>35°N) for the same reasons mentioned above. In winter when dust
concentrations are the lowest compared to the rest of the year, the ICNCs from Run_M92 and Run_N12
are more similar in terms of magnitudes and zonal mean distributions, because ICNCs are mainly determined
by supersaturation in M92 and by temperatures in N12. The annual mean zonal mean distributions of
ICNCs are dominated by the seasonal mean distributions of ICNCs in spring and summer. Both
Run_N12 and Run_M92 show similar strong seasonal variations, with the highest ICNCs in summer,
followed by spring, fall, and winter.
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Figure 1. Spatial distributions of total dust concentrations over all model layers from the 2006 simulation with N12 (row 1) and spatial
distributions of average values of ICNC and Ni over all model layers between simulations in 2006 with N12 and M92 (rows 2–5).
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Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Zonal mean distributions of dust for the 2006 simulations with N12 (row 1) and zonal mean distributions of ICNC, Ni, and Qi for the
2006 simulations with N12 and M92 (rows 2–7) over the vertical domain.
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Similar to the spatial distributions of ICNC, Ni is higher in the northern domain by Run_N12 but in
the southern domain by Run_M92 (Figure 1). The spatial distributions of Ni from Run_M92 and
Run_N12 are similar although their magnitudes from Run_N12 are larger (by 47.1–3326.4 kg−1 or
4.6%–123% for seasonal means and by 1214.7 kg−1 or by 58.8% for annual mean) than those from
Run_M92, particularly in spring (see Figures 1 and 2). The differences of Ni between the two simulations
are consistent with the differences of ICNCs between the two simulations in all seasons and annually.
For example, in winter, spring, and fall, Run_N12 gives significantly higher Ni over the northern domain
and significantly lower Ni over the southern domain. In the monsoon season (summer), the simulated Ni
from Run_N12 is relatively higher over land but relatively lower over ocean than that from Run_M92.
As shown in Figure 2, in general, Ni increases with height and latitude in all seasons but exhibits strong
seasonal variations in both simulations. In winter, Run_N12 gives relatively higher Ni over the middle
latitudes (>30°N). In spring, especially in April, the Ni from Run_N12 is larger than that from Run_M92
for altitudes below 800 mb, corresponding to the significant increase of ICNCs due to increased dust
concentrations at the same heights. In the monsoon season, more ice is found in the upper troposphere
at the low latitudes (<20°N) from both simulations. Comparing to lower latitudes, the height of maxima
of Ni decreases at higher latitudes in the monsoon season, which is due likely to the weaker deep
convection, lower temperature, and lower cloud top height. The variation of the upper height of the ice
crystal band is associated with the seasonal variation of tropopause. In the monsoon season, although
the magnitudes of Ni from Run_M92 and Run_N12 at low latitudes (<20°N) are comparable, Run_M92
gives higher Ni at lower altitudes (400–300 mb) than Run_N12. Such differences are associated with
more ice from Run_M92 over ocean, mainly due to the moister environment. In fall, Run_N12 gives
comparable Ni in terms of magnitudes over the low latitudes (<20°N), and higher Ni over the middle
latitudes (>35°N) compared with Run_M92. Despite similar strong seasonal variations, the differences
in the magnitude of Ni between the two simulations are noticeable. In general, more ice from Run_ N12
exists at higher latitudes and lower altitudes, which is consistent with the differences of ICNCs between
the two simulations.
Figure 3 shows the spatial distributions of average values of ice mixing ratio (Qi), the ice nucleation
rate simulated by L07 (NUCLIN, which includes both homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation
rates), and homogeneous droplet freezing rate (Homo DFR) over all model layers simulated by Run_N12
and Run_M92 for 2006. Small ice crystals grow via deposition, rimming and aggregation to larger ice
particles (i.e., cloud snow) after they form. In the mixed-phase regime, more ice crystals lead to stronger
WBF process as ice deposition is enhanced at the expense of droplet evaporation. As shown in Figure 3,
Qi is higher in Run_N12 in the northern domain than Run_M92, but the opposite in the southern domain
in spring and summer, consistent with the spatial distributions of ICNCs and Ni from both simulations.
As a result, Run_N12 gives lower Qi seasonal mean values (by 0.04–0.07 mg·kg−1 or by 5.5%–16.3%)
except for spring and lower annual means (by 0.03 mg·kg−1 or by 5.9%) in 2006. For 2011 simulations,
Run_N12 gives lower seasonal mean values (by 2.2%–24.9%) and annual mean value (by 12.9%) than
Run_M92. The zonal mean distributions of Qi in Figure 2 are also consistent with those of ICNCs and
Ni. Qi increases with height and latitude in all seasons in both simulations. The variation of the upper
boundaries of Qi is consistent with the seasonal variation of tropopause. More ice crystals are produced
by N12 at the middle latitudes (>25°N), where large amounts of dust are emitted. This is because the
increase of IN concentrations due to the presence of large amount of dust particles in the northern domain
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enhances the Bergeron–Findeisen process in mixed-phase clouds, leading to a larger conversion rate
from cloud liquid to ice/snow. Noticeably higher Qi from Run_M92 than Run_N12 is found in the low
latitudes (<20°N), which is associated with more Ni from Run_M92 than Run_N12 in this region.
Different heterogeneous INPs also influence other processes, which in turn affect Ni and Ns. As shown
in Figure 3, NUCLIN from Run_N12 is higher than that from Run_M92 in spring and summer when
dust concentrations are the highest but lower than that from Run_M92 in winter and fall in 2006 (with a
net increase by 85.9 m−3 or 12.0% for annual mean value from Run_N12 compared to Run_M92),
indicating a large impact of N12 and M92 on the ice nucleation rates through homogeneous and
heterogeneous freezing for cirrus clouds by L07, particularly in North and Northwest China. Similar
differences occur in the zonal mean distributions of NUCLIN shown in Figure 4, with a net increase in
annual mean values of NUCLIN by Run_N12 relative to Run_M92, particularly in the upper levels
(>600 mb). The enhanced ice nucleation in the cirrus clouds in Run_N12 is mainly caused by the
much-increased water vapor, Qv (see Figure 5a). Although increasing aerosol concentrations could lead
to larger ice nucleation through L07, the slightly increased aerosol number concentrations at the upper
levels (see Figure 5b) may be associated with the increased water vapor as well, which enhances aerosol
nucleation. The larger ice concentrations in the mixed-phase enhance the conversion of liquid to ice (i.e.,
WBF process), which would enhance latent heat release and then convection, leading to larger transport
of water vapor to the upper-levels. Convection can also be enhanced because the larger ice nucleation
rate in the mixed-phase glaciates the clouds much faster, leading to faster dissipation of clouds, which
in turn increases SW at the surface and leads to stronger convection.
Compared to Run_M92, Run_N12 gives similar spatial distributions but higher magnitudes of Homo
DFR in the southern region where N12 gives lower ice nucleation in the mixed-phase regime, suggesting
the competition between homogenous and heterogeneous freezing in deep convective clouds. It can be
seen clearly that the Homo DFR is much lower in South China in spring and summer in Run_M92, due
to much higher heterogeneous freezing in the mixed-phase regime, which reduces droplets being
transported to the heterogeneous freezing regimes in deep convective clouds. The zonal mean
distributions of Homo DFR in Figure 4 also show lower values in Run_M92 than in Run_N12. By contrast,
as shown in Figure 4, the impact of heterogeneous INPs on Ns and Qs is much smaller. Comparing to
Run_M92, Run_N12 gives lower Ns by 21.1–34.4 kg−1, or 2.9%–6.3% for domain seasonal mean values
and by 27.3 kg−1, or 5.0% for annual mean value, and lower Qs by 0.08–0.29 mg·kg−1, or 2.1%–4.0%, for
domain seasonal mean values and by 0.16 kg−1, or 3.0%, for annual mean value. As shown in Figure 4,
there are small differences in zonal mean distributions of Ns and Qs between Run_N12 and Run_M92.
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Figure 3. Spatial distributions of average values of Qi, NUCLIN, and Homo DFR over all model layers between simulations in 2006 with N12
and M92.
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Figure 4. Zonal mean distributions of NUCLIN, Homo DFR, Ns, and Qs for the 2006
simulations with N12 and M92 over the vertical domain.
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Figure 5. Absolute and percentage differences of zonal mean distributions of Q and aerosol
number concentrations for the 2006 simulations with N12 and M92 over the vertical domain.
As described in the “glaciation indirect effect” of ice nucleation through the WBF process, the change
of ICNC affects cloud phases, which has a large impact on radiation and precipitation by changing the
cloud properties (e.g., cloud liquid water content, cloud ice content, cloud albedo, cloud amount, and
cloud lifetime). The change of precipitation and radiation will in turn impact the concentrations/mixing
ratios of chemical species and temperature, respectively. The ICNCs will be affected by the feedbacks
of chemical species and temperatures to meteorological processes including cloud formation. Figure 6
shows the differences in meteorological, radiative, and cloud variables between Run_N12 and Run_M92.
The increases in ICNCs and Ni increase domainwide downward longwave radiation (GLW), cloud
droplet concentration (CDNC), cloud fraction (CF), cloud optical depth (COT), cloud ice and liquid
paths (IWP and LWP), shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF), and longwave cloud forcing (LWCF), but
decreases domainwide downward shortwave radiation (SWD), precipitation, temperature at 2-m (T2),
and wind speed at 10-m (WS10) over most of the domain. The increases in most cloud parameters (e.g.,
CDNC and COT) may be due to more low-level clouds formed in Run_N12 than in Run_M92. Regional
differences in simulated variables may be somewhat different from the domain mean differences. For
example, there is a small increase in precipitation in the northern region, consistently with the increased
amounts of ice and snow. The aforementioned changes in cloud, radiation, and other meteorological
variables can subsequently change the concentrations of chemical species. For example, domain mean
decreased precipitation will increase the concentrations of gaseous species such as SO2 and NO2, and
PM species such as SO42−, NO3−, and NH4+. Domain mean decreased temperatures can decrease the
oxidation rates of species and the formation rate of O3, OH, and SO42−, thus leading to a lower overall
atmospheric oxidation capacity. Domain mean decreased wind speeds can decrease the emissions of
dust, leading to lower PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations. As shown in Figure 7, the net impact of these
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changes is the lower surface concentrations of OH, O3, SO42−, PM2.5, and PM10, but higher surface
concentrations of CO, NO2, and SO2 over most of the domain.

LWP

Figure 6. Spatial distributions of absolute differences of IWP, LWP, CDNC, COT, WS10,
CF, GLW, SWD, T2, LWCF, SWCF, and precipitation between Run_N12 and Run_M92
for 2006.
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Figure 7. Absolute differences in the surface concentrations of chemical species between
Run_N12 and Run_M92 for 2006.
3.2. Model Performance of N12 and Its Comparison with That of M92
The performances of Run_N12 and Run_M92 in terms of meteorological and chemical predictions
are generally similar but with noticeable differences in several variables that are affected by ice nucleation
treatments. As expected, the largest changes occur in precipitation, with an annual mean bias (MB) of
0.8 mm·day−1 and normalized mean bias (NMB) of 28% by Run_N12 comparing to MB of 0.4 mm·day−1
and NMB of 14% in 2006, and MB of 0.7 mm·day−1 and NMB of 24.7% by Run_N12 compared to MB
of 0.3 mm·day−1 and NMB of 11.1% in 2011 against the NCDC data. The enhanced precipitation is
attributed to increased ICNCs and Ni, which lead to decreased SWD, but increased GLW, CDNCs,
LWPs and COTs by Run_N12 than by Run_M92. Using the 2006 simulations as an example, the
simulated CDNCs have an annual mean MB of −41.3 cm−3 and NMB of −28.9% by Run_N12 against
MODIS-derived CDNC, comparing to an annual mean MB of −41.9 cm−3 and NMB of −29.3% by
Run_M92. The simulated LWP has an annual mean MB of −59.5 g·m−2 and NMB of −54.0% by
Run_N12 against MODIS-derived LWP, comparing to an annual mean MB of −62.3 g·m−2 and NMB
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of −56.5% by Run_M92. The simulated COT has an annual mean MB of −7.9 and NMB of −48.4% by
Run_N12 against MODIS-derived COT, comparing to an annual mean MB of –8.2 and NMB of −50.0%
by Run_M92. As clouds reflect solar radiation back to the space, the larger COT values by Run_N12
lead to smaller SWD, changing the MBs of SWD from 21.5 W·m−2 by Run_M92 to 18.8 W·m−2 by
Run_N12 and NMBs of 11.7% by M92 to 10.3% by Run_N12. Run_N12 increases GLW slightly,
changing MBs of GLW from −7.2 to −7.0 W·m−2 with the same NMBs of −2.2%. As a consequence of
the above changes, the simulated LWCF has an annual mean MB of –10.3 W·m−2 and NMB of −35.3%
by Run_N12 against MODIS-derived LWCF, comparing to an annual mean MB of –10.6 W·m−2 and NMB
of −36.4% by Run_M92. The simulated SWCF has an annual mean MB of −9.5 W·m−2 and NMB of −18.4%
by Run_N12 against MODIS-derived SWCF, comparing to an annual mean MB of −9.7 W·m−2 and NMB
of 18.7% by Run_M92.
4. Role of Dust Particles in Cloud and Radiation through Direct and Indirect Effects
Dust particles play an important role in precipitation and radiation budget through direct effects and
cloud formation by acting as CCN and IN. As shown in Figure 8, when dust emissions are turned off,
ICNC, Ni, and Qi are significantly reduced throughout the atmosphere in both spring and summer,
especially over the northern domain, indicating the crucial role of dust particles in ice nucleation. The
domain mean ICNC is reduced from 595.9 m−3 to 109.7 m−3 (by a factor of 5.4) in spring, and from
601.6 m−3 to 122.0 m−3 (by a factor of 4.9) in summer. The domain mean Ni is reduced from
6240.1 kg−1 to 1144.3 kg−1 (by a factor of 5.5) in spring, and from 4389.9 kg−1 to 2293.2 kg−1 (by a factor
of 1.9) in summer. The domain average Qi is reduced from 0.74 mg·kg−1 to 0.35 mg·kg−1 (by a factor of
2.1) in spring, and from 0.74 mg·kg−1 to 0.52 mg·kg−1 (by a factor of 1.4) in summer. Similar reductions
occur throughout all model layers in the atmosphere for ICNC, Ni, and Qi. As shown in Figure 9,
compared to Run_N12_no dust, Run_N12 increases the annual mean NUCLIN due mainly to ice
nucleation induced by dust particles in spring and summer, but it decreases the annual mean Homo DFR
because the homogeneous droplet freezing rate is higher in the absence of dust particles, as we explained in
Section 3.1. Compared to Run_N12_no dust, Run_N12 increases IWP as a result of increased ICNCs but
decreases LWPs in the northern domain due to a more efficient conversion of cloud liquid to ice through
the BF process. The activation of dust particles as CCN increases CDNC and COT in most of the domain,
as well as LWP in southern China, and some areas in the eastern domain. The annual mean increase of
IWP is 3.6 g·m−2 for domain mean (by 39.0%) and can be up to 20.3 g·m−2 (by up to 99.8%). The
increases in LWP in southern China, caused by increased cloud liquid water content due to dust-induced
CCN, are compensated to some degree by the reduction in the eastern domain, leading to a small domain
average increase of 0.3 g·m−2 (by 0.6%) and a maximum increase of 33 g·m−2 (by 76.6%) in LWP. The
annual mean increase of CDNCs is 14.6 cm−3 for domain mean (by 12.7%) and can be up to 124.6 cm−3
(by up to 99.7%). The annual mean increase of COT is 0.2 for the domain mean (by 2.3%) and can be
up to 5.7 (by up to 61.0%). These changes, coupled with the direct effects of dust particles on radiation,
result in an increase in GLW and LWCF but a decrease in SWD, SWCF, T2, and precipitation in most
of the domain. GLW increases by 0.9 W·m−2 in the domain mean (by 0.3%) and up to 20.1 W·m−2 (by
up to 7.1%) due to dominant increase in the northern domain. SWD decreases by 5.4 W·m−2 (by 2.6%)
in the domain mean and up to 6.7 W·m−2 (by up to 3.7%). Accordingly, T2 decreases by 0.05 °C domain
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mean (by 3.7%) and up to 0.4 °C (by up to a factor of 33709). SWCF decreases by 0.2 W·m−2 domain
mean (by 1.7%) and up to 7.9 W·m−2 (by up to a factor of 8950) because the decreases in SWD dominate
over the increases in CDNC and COT (although it also increases by up to 9.2 W·m−2 (by up to 82.4%)
in Tibet and Yunnan provinces in China and northern Burma). On the other hand, LWCF increases by
0.7 W·m−2 domain mean (by 2.7%) and up to 5.2 W·m−2 (by up to 41.9%). As a consequence of changes
in meteorological and cloud parameters, domain mean precipitation decreases by 0.06 mm·day−1 (by
8.9%) and up to 8.2 mm·day−1 (by up to a factor of 57054).

Figure 8. Spatial and zonal mean distributions of dust, ICNC, Ni, and Qi for Run_N12 (with
Z03 dust emission scheme) and Run_N12_no dust (without natural dust emissions).
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LWP

Figure 9. Spatial distributions of absolute differences of Homo DFR, NUCLIN, IWP, LWP,
CDNC, COT, GLW, SWD, T2, LWCF, SWCF, and precipitation between Run_N12 (with
Z03 dust emission scheme) and Run_N12_no dust (without natural dust emissions).
5. Summary and Conclusions
WRF-CAM5 simulations with two different ice nucleation schemes (i.e., M92 and N12) are conducted
over East Asia for two full years, 2006 and 2011. Compared to the simulation with M92, the nucleated
ice crystal number concentrations (ICNCs) due to heterogeneous immersion freezing nucleation simulated
by N12 are significantly larger in the northern domain, which includes the dust source regions and areas
downwind, but significantly lower in the southern domain. The changes in ICNCs due to the use of N12
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dominate over the changes in the cloud ice number and mass concentration (Ni and Qi), cloud ice and
liquid water path (IWP and LWP), resulting in significant changes in cloud droplet number concentrations
and cloud optical depths (CDNCs and COTs) with significantly larger CDNCs and COTs simulated by
N12 over the northern domain, and moderately smaller CDNCs and COTs simulated by N12 over the
southern domain. The downward longwave radiation increases and the downward shortwave radiation
decreases over most of the domain. Cloud radiative forcing is sensitive to the changes of cloud properties,
with stronger LWCF (by 0.43 W·m−2 domain mean and up to 2.3 W·m−2) and SWCF (by 0.6 W·m−2
domain mean and up to 5.7 W·m−2) in Run_N12. The decrease of SWD corresponds to the increase of
SWCF in Run_N12. The net cooling from the changes in cloud radiative forcing leads to a decrease
(~0.3 °C) of T2. In addition, the changes in ICNCs, Ni, and Qi result in changes in precipitation. The net
effects of changes in radiation, temperature, and precipitation lead to lower surface concentrations of
OH, O3, SO42−, PM2.5, but higher surface concentrations of CO, NO2, and SO2 over most of the domain.
The mixed-phase ice nucleation has significant impacts on cirrus clouds; that is, increasing ice nucleation
rates in mixed-phase enhances ice nucleation in cirrus clouds through stronger convection, which
transports more water vapor to the upper levels. The use of different heterogeneous INPs may lead to
different model performance due to changes in the relevant variables. Compared to the simulation with
M92, the simulation with N12 gives slightly worse performance for precipitation against NCDC data,
CDNC and AOD against MODIS data, and GLW against CERES data but slightly better performance
for LWP, CF, COT against MODIS data and SWD, SWCF, and LWCF against CERES data. Note that
since N12 was developed for dust particles, it might not be applicable in the regions such as southern
and eastern China where other IN types (e.g., black carbon or biological particles) dominate. On the
other hand, M92 was developed based on field measurements at the mid-latitude, so it might not be
applicable to dust regions such as northern China studied here. Hence, accurately representing ice
nucleation for different regions with different IN types remains a major challenge to better simulate
regional climate and air quality.
The sensitivity simulation shows that dust particles play an important role in radiation budget and
cloud formation through both direct and indirect effects. Dust particles can increase ICNCs by up to a
factor of 5.4, Ni by a factor of 5.5, and Qi by a factor of 2.1 during the dust seasons. They can increase
the annual domain mean values in East Asia for IWP by 3.6 g·m−2 (by 71.4%), CDNC by 14.6 cm−3 (by
12.7%), COT by 0.2 (by 3.0%), GLW by 0.9 W·m−2 (by 0.4%), and LWCF by 0.6 W·m−2 (by 3.0%).
They can also decrease the annual domain mean values of SWD by 5.8 W·m−2 (by 2.6%), SWCF by
0.4 W·m−2 (by 1.2%), T2 by 0.05 °C domain mean (by 3.7%), and precipitation by
0.1 mm·day−1 (by 0.3%). The impacts of dust particles on LWP are more complicated. They can increase
LWP by acting as CCN for mixed-phase cloud formation and also decrease LWP by acting as IN due to
more efficient conversion of cloud liquid to ice through the Bergeron–Findeisen process that competes
with the dust role as CCN.
These results indicate the importance of the heterogeneous ice nucleation treatments in simulating
regional climate and air quality as well as the sensitivity and uncertainty of the model predictions associated
with such treatments. Our results in Parts I and II clearly indicate a need to obtain meteorological and
chemical measurements for model validation, improve the emission inventories, and reduce the
simplifications, the number of assumptions, and uncertainties associated with the model treatments,
particularly, in the model treatments of aerosol-cloud interactions, which are very complicated yet have
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a large impact on projected climate change. In particular, more studies are needed to further investigate
the impacts of ice nucleation treatments on climate and regional air quality in the future, as well as the
relevant processes and factors involved in the ice nucleation schemes. For example, this work illustrates
the importance of dust particles in simulating ice nucleation processes and resulting cloud formation. It
is therefore very important to evaluate and improve the capability of dust emission schemes used in the
model in order to accurately reproduce the observed dust emissions and concentrations. In addition to
dust particles, other particles such as black carbon and biological particles can also serve as an effective
IN for which the M92 and N12 INPs do not account for. It would be useful to evaluate additional INPs
(e.g., [26,33]) that account for black carbon, biological particles, and other dependent factors such as
chemical aging of particles and surface coatings in simulating ice nucleation processes.
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